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Ebook, epublishing, elibraries, ebookshops… if the word 
that defines you does not start with an e, you are pretty 
much out of the game. And in Brussels, most of our 
activities are dominated by the e.

And with the e comes the question: is the current 
system based on investment on intellectual property still 
relevant to the digital age? Does it hinder the creativity of 
the 2.0 artists who want to mash up and remix? Actually, 
how do you mash up and remix books? Are these new 
words for plagiarism? Where is the creativity? Where is 
the expression of personality?

We say, yes, the system is still fit for purpose – which 
is not to say that it does not require some adjustments. 
i am thinking of legislation on orphan works (which we 
hope will soon be finalised), which will allow cultural 
institutions, after having performed a diligent search, 
to use works whose authors cannot be found and asked 
for permission. We understand that a library needs to 
find out which works, out of millions of books in their 
holdings, are orphan. that is why we, with our partners 
– the authors, the collecting societies and the librarians 
– have developed an instrument, ARRoW, which does it 
for them. All you have to do is to enter your metadata 
(your catalogue files) and the machine performs 
the search. Let’s thank the European commission 
which has supported such a visionary project and all 
the stakeholders for working together towards this 
solution.

the answer to the machine is in the machine … 
as charles clark said two decades ago. our Flemish 
colleagues would agree. they have developed siNBAD, 
a robot able to find books illegally posted on websites 
and to ask for their removal. the machine does it and 
helps publishers in their fight against illegal uploading 
of books. our German colleagues would agree: they 
have built into their offer a rights permission (rightslink) 
scheme. our French, italian, spanish, British, Dutch, 
Greek, Lithuanian, and indeed all European publishers 
and their respective associations would also agree. All 

of them are developing digital works, innovative tools to 
access them, tailor-made licences for all types of users. 
Yes, yes… that is the answer we want to give.

Yet, the calls to subvert or even to abandon copyright 
are louder by the day and publishers would be foolish 
to believe that they will go away. in time of crisis, 
cultural institutions and educational establishments are 
suffering from cuts in their budgets and are looking to 
where money can be saved. they should not, however, 
fall for the mirage of free licensing, denying any return 
to rights holders. instead, let’s continue talking as we 
did this year with the signature of the Memorandum 
of Understanding on out of commerce works. Let’s find 
solutions which don’t hamper the development of new 
books, solutions which encourage experiments in this 
time of transition. i hope that reason will prevail.

the same applies to taxation. it is absurd that when it 
comes to ebooks the rationale behind the reduced rates 
of value Added tax does not apply. A book is a book – 
content is content whatever the delivery system – and 
needs to be taxed as such. FEP is actively lobbying the 
European institutions and results are starting to show. i 
have high hopes that in the coming year(s), all books – 
whether e or p – will be taxed at the same rate.

FEP deals with many other issues from toy safety to 
data protection, defamation to consumer rights. it is 
crucial to have our voice heard on all these issues and 
our office in Brussels is constantly presenting publishers’ 
views to officials and politicians.

to have our voice properly heard we need to remind 
policy makers, and society at large, that our role is 
essential. We invest in talent and bring it before the 
public: whether we mean e or p, our place as commercial 
agent between the creators of content on the one hand 
and its commercial expression on the other remains 
indispensable. FEP is organising a series of events 
around the theme that publishers are ‘delivering value’. 
And it is bearing fruit, so we will continue and increase 

Foreword by Fergal Tobin, 
FEP President 
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our efforts. We are not only an extremely important 
industrial sector but we are also indispensable to the 
knowledge society we want to build here in Europe. 
We have a great story to tell: let us tell it. We are, after 
all, communicators. Let us therefore communicate our 
virtues without inhibition.

it is the end of my two years of Presidency. i will 
soon hand over to my dear friend Piotr Marciszuk. the 
Federation is an excellent tool for all of us and i know 
Piotr will put all his energy to keep on supporting the 
good work of our outstanding Brussels team. We are 
lucky to have Anne, Liv, Enrico and Agata. We should 
treasure them.

Fergal toBiN

From left, 1st row - HRH Princess Laurentien  of the Netherlands,  Androulla vassiliou, commissioner for Education, culture, 
Multilingualism and Youth, Fergal tobin, President of the Federation of European Publishers

2nd row – John Mc Namee, President of the European Booksellers Federation, Pirjo Hiidenmaa, President of the European 
Writers’ council, vladimír Šucha, Director for culture, DG Education and culture, European commission
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FEP MEETS

FEP members met at four occasions - we had our General 
Assembly in Reykjavik on 23rd -24th June 2011 at the 
invitation of our icelandic colleagues. thanks again for the 
warm welcome and for being such a special publishing 
scene.

in september (12th-13th), we held our autumn meeting 
in Bruges; in November (29th) our General Assembly 
in Brussels, during which changes of our statutes were 
adopted.

on 12th-13th April, FEP President invited his colleagues 
to Dublin for our spring meeting followed by a magnificent 
reception in the Dublin castle.

in addition, we were extremely honoured to welcome 
the vice-President of the European commission, Neelie 
Kroes, to our annual rendez-vous at the Frankfurt book 
fair on thursday 13th october.

FEP IN BRUSSELS AND IN EUROPE

We deliver value. Anyone associated with publishing 
would acknowledge this. Yet, it needs to be emphasised 
over and over again. Without this added value to society 
(and of course to our authors), many of the legislations 
applying to publishers might be challenged. FEP has 
therefore decided to add to its ‘ordinary’ activities, i.e. 
to monitoring and to representing publishers towards 
the European institutions, to put before the public (and 
the European institutions) the importance of the roles 
undertaken by publishers. this justifies why, for example, 
books we published, should be taxed at zero or reduced 
rates whether they are printed on paper or downloaded 
from the internet. 

this is why we try as often as possible to invite publishers 
to accompany us when we meet with politicians or 
officials; this is also why we launched last year, on 19th 
september, the first dialogues author-publisher, with the 
support of Mrs Marielle Gallo, Member of the European 
Parliament. Moderated by the former French Minister 
of culture, Jacques toubon, val McDermid and Ursula 
Mackenzie (Little, Brown), Daniel Pennac and Antoine 
Gallimard (Gallimard), Rafael seligmann and René strien 
(Aufbau) professed their deep attachments to each other.

it was fascinating to hear how they work together and 
how they mutually contribute to each other metiers.

We also helped organise a Round table with the services 
of the European commission, under the auspices of DG 
information society, on 13th July. this gave the publishers 
the opportunity to showcase how innovative they are and 
to raise awareness on some of our key issues.

We also met commissioner Šemeta  in charge of fiscal 
matters, commissioner vassiliou in charge of culture, 
Bogdan Zdrojewski, the Polish Minister of culture who 
held the Presidency in the second semester of 2011 and 
Uffe Elbæk, the Danish Minister of culture who held the 
President in the first semester of 2012. FEP regularly 
meets with the cabinets of commissioners and officials 
of the European commission. We also attend meetings 
with members of the European Parliament.  And, when 
they can, publishers are joining us. We wish to thank 
everyone, publishers and colleagues from national 
publishers associations who volunteered to join us at 
these meetings.

FEP NETWORKS

27 Member states, 754 MEPs, 27 commissioners and 
a dozen Directorates General, you would have to be an 
army to be able to follow everything happening at EU 
level. if you are not, then you need to create alliances 
with other trade bodies whose objectives are identical, 
or at least, very similar. this is clearly the case with our 
sister association representing scientific and technical and 
medical publishers stM with whom we have established 
a very close collaboration over the years.

‘A tout seigneur, tout honneur’, our colleagues from 
the book chain, the authors represented by the European 
Writers council and the booksellers represented by the 
European Booksellers Federation, we  not only co-organise 
with them the European Union Prize for Literature (EUPL) 
but we regularly meet to discuss matters of common 
interest. 

We have many joint objectives with the international 
Federation of Reproduction Rights organisations (iFRRo) 

FEP
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and therefore, we liaise closely with them and regularly 
work together.

it is also crucial to liaise with other publishers’ 
associations such as the newspapers’ publishers (ENPA) 
or the magazines’ publishers (EMMA) as well as with the 
European Publishers council (EPc). As representatives 
of publishers, we have many issues in common and it is 
most useful to share views and eventually decide to work 
together.

Publishers are creative investors, so are music and 
audiovisual producers as well as broadcasters; all together 
we are forming the creative and Media Business Alliance 
(cMBA). our joint objective: to remind the general public 

and the European institutions of the importance of the 
added value of our professions. Publishers, producers, 
broadcasters - we deliver value to our authors and to 
society. A world without us would be very different and 
not for the better. 

We also participate in the Board of the cultural 
industries platform which dialogues with other cultural 
sectors and the European commission. As well, we 
actively participate in the Postal Users Group and the 
Print Media Group. 

thanks to these informal, ad hoc alliances with 
colleagues, we are able to better voice our concerns and 
therefore, to better represent publishers at EU level.

FEP STATISTICS

FEP continued its regular collection of data on the * 
book sector in Europe, through a reviewed and 
improved version of its questionnaire.

FEP continued its effort of revision, integration and * 
harmonisation of statistics on the book sector.

FEP produced a new yearly set of figures on book * 
publishing.

FEP prepared regular reports on the results of its * 
surveys in the field of statistics.

FEP looked into ways to improve the collection of * 
data on the e-book market through a dedicated 
Working Group.

Background

FEP has been gathering the best available information 
on a number of identified core data in order to produce 
a series of tables for the period 2004-2010. through 
processes of correction and integration, FEP statistics, 
though some difficulties remain, are now more complete, 
clearer, more respondent to our needs and more correct 
than before.

there is agreement on the need to improve the 
collection of statistics on the book industry in order to 
support publishers’ lobbying activities in Brussels. such 
need is based on the importance of providing FEP’s 
counterparts in the European institutions with a reliable 
picture of the value of the book publishing industry 
(in terms of income generation, of employment, of 
contribution to cultural diversity and so on); and also 
of being able to build time series of fairly consistent 
data that allow to assess, at least broadly, the impact of 

different variables (policy, economic conditions, etc.). the 
digital migration has further highlighted the importance 
of reliable figures to understand how several factors 
impact market dynamics.

According to the latest information collected, in 2010 
European publishers (EU Member states plus Norway and 
iceland) generated a turnover of some 23.5 billion € (up 
from 23 in 2009, mostly due – like the previous year’s 
decrease – to exchange rate differences), thus reverting 
the decreasing trend of the previous two years; they 
published some 525,000 new titles (up from 515,000) 
and employed around 135,000 people full time (as the 
year before). close to 7.5 million titles were commercially 
available. the digital share of sales was estimated at some 
1% of the total.
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the Education and culture Directorate-General’s (DG 
EAc) mission is to reinforce and promote lifelong 
learning, linguistic and cultural diversity, mobility and the 
engagement of European citizens, in particular the young. 
it has three main aspects: building a Europe of knowledge, 
developing the European cultural area and involving 
citizens in European integration. the commission’s 
Agenda for culture is founded on three common sets of 
objectives: cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue; 
culture as a catalyst for creativity; and culture as a key 
component in international relations. 

the cultural and creative industries play an essential 
role in Europe’s competitiveness, as shown by the Ec 
commissioned study on the economy of the culture. 

Even if culture is a subsidiary competence of the 
European Union, its regulatory environment is set in 
Brussels in relation to copyright, competition, single 
market or VAT. 

the commissioner responsible is Androulla vassiliou.  
the Director General is Jan truszczyński.

FEP met with the commissioner in the framework of 
the European Union Prize for Literature. FEP also met on 
several occasions with members of the commissioner’s 
cabinet.

CULTURE & 
EDUCATION DG

*  FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP participated in the meetings of the working group * 
on ‘translations’ of the Multilingualism Platform, 
with representatives of writers and translators.

 FEP upheld the message that books are the * 
fundamental vehicle of European culture, knowledge 
and languages.

 FEP highlighted regularly (including public hearings, * 
Ec meetings) the importance of translations for 
the circulation of books at intra-community and 
international levels, in particular those from small 
linguistic areas, as well as of the promotion of 
books abroad and of the linguistic training for book 
professionals.

 on 1* st to 3rd December, FEP attended the PETRA 
congress on literary translation and literary translators 
in Europe. A number of recommendations aimed at 
creating better conditions for literary translation and 
literary translators in Europe were formulated, and 
prepared for publication. FEP, actively participating 
in the conference, insisted on outlining the path for 
national legislations in relation to the improvement 
of copyright and to future regulation of digital rights, 
as well as issues of use and distribution of protected 
works on the internet, digital copies and conditions 
of lending digitalized works in public or private 
libraries.

MULTILINGUALISM 
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EUROPEAN CULTURAL PLATFORMS 
GREEN PAPER ON CULTURAL INDUSTRIES

Background 

Languages are one of the key features of cultural identity. 
the European Union’s motto “Unity in diversity” is a 
reflection of the multilingualism which lies at the heart 
of the EU. the European Union has always considered its 
many languages as an asset, rather than as a burden. While 
committed to political and economic integration among 
its Member states, the EU actively promotes the freedom 
of its citizens to speak and write their own language. 
the three strands of the EU’s multilingualism policy are: 
encouraging language learning and promoting linguistic 
diversity in society; promoting a healthy multilingual 
economy; promoting social integration though improved 
knowledge and acceptance of languages.

the commission published a study in July 2009 on the 
contribution of multilingualism to creativity. in october 

2009 DG EAc launched a platform on multilingualism in 
order to create a forum for exchange of best practices for 
civil society stakeholders and to make recommendations on 
multilingualism. the platform presented to the European 
commission the recommendations on translation and 
terminology in June 2011. the mandate of the civil 
society platform terminated with the submission to the 
commission of the final report in June 2011. this report 
was examined by the council’s Education committee, led 
by the Polish Presidency of the European Union, which 
in its conclusions on language competences to enhance 
mobility of 28 November 2011 invites the commission 
to pursue its support for the platform.  the commission 
wishes to re-launch in 2012 the civil society platform with 
new, revised objectives.

*  FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP took part in the two cultural platforms and * 
actively contributed to the working group on artists’ 
rights within the platform on access to culture and to 
the working groups on legal environment, mobility 
and interface artist-industry within the cultural and 
creative industries platform. FEP is also a member 
of the board of the platform on the cultural and 
creative industries. 

 FEP expressed its concerns on the importance to * 
encourage the creation of innovative content and 
to respect intellectual property rights and pleaded 
for the platforms to adequately voice the concerns 
of the cultural industries both concerning regulatory 
measures taken at European and national levels and 
to develop structural policies to support cultural 
industries.

 FEP worked with the platform on cultural and * 
creative industries in order to issue a common 
position on the new proposed “creative Europe” 
funding programme for culture. FEP issued its own 
position, supporting the proposed increase in budget 
for culture as well as ongoing support for literary 
translation and circulation of literary works.

 FEP actively participated in workshops organised by * 
the cultural and creative industries platform with the 

themes of digital distribution and production as well 
as finance and taxation. 

 on 12* th May the report on “Unlocking the potential 
of cultural and creative industries” was adopted at 
the plenary session of the European Parliament. 

 on 29* th June the European commission has published 
its budget proposal for the EU for the period 2014-
2020 with €1.6 billion for the cultural sector.

 on 6* th october European commission published 
draft regulations for the next generation of 
structural Funds. FEP worked with the cultural 
and creative industries platform on the paper 
expressing the concern with regard to the absence 
of reference to cultural and creative sectors in the 
European commissions’ draft regulations for the 
next generation of structural Funds. the position 
was presented to President Barroso. 

on 20* th and 21st october FEP attended the 
European culture Forum organised by the European 
commission which addressed some of the most 
topical questions for culture in the current context 
of economic crisis and globalisation. Platforms 
presented the recommendations addressed to the 
European institutions and Member states. through 
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policy recommendations and public advocacy, the 
platform aimed to highlight the fundamental role of 
cultural and creative industries in Europe and unlock 
their full potential.

 on 23* rd November the European commission 
announced its detailed proposal for “creative 
Europe”, the new programme for the cultural and 
creative sector.

 on 1* st February FEP attended the official opening 
ceremony of the EU-china Year of intercultural 
Dialogue.

 on 10* th May the culture council held a debate on the 
“creative Europe” programme. FEP is working with 
the platform on culture and creative industries on 
the response to the debate. FEP had also scheduled 
a meeting with the rapporteur on the Programme – 
MEP silvia costa and presented its position to other 
MEPs.

Background

in order to implement its three strategic objectives 
(promotion of cultural diversity and intercultural 
dialogue, promotion of culture as catalyst for creativity 
in the framework of the Lisbon strategy and promotion 
of culture as a vital element in EU external relations), the 
European Agenda for culture introduced cooperation 
methods with various stakeholders. the commission 
proposed that civil society should concentrate its work 
within two platforms on two topics of the European 
Agenda for culture: access to culture and cultural and 
creative industries.

the platforms produced a set of policy recommendations, 
presented and discussed in a broad cultural Forum in 
september 2009. in April 2010, the commission issued a 
Green Paper on “Unlocking the potential of cultural and 
creative industries” (based also on the recommendations 
by the platforms) and a related consultation; in september 
2010, the commission launched a consultation on the 
review of the culture programme after 2013.

in reaction to the Green Paper, the European Parliament 
started an own initiative report, also called “Unlocking 
the potential of cultural and creative industries”, by MEP 
Marie-thérèse sanchez-schmid (EPP, France). the report 
was adopted by the culture committee of the EP in March 
2011 and was voted in Plenary in May 2011.

in November 2011 DG EAc proposed a single “creative 
Europe” framework programme for the years 2014 – 
2020. the proposal includes separate strands for culture, 
MEDiA, a cross-sectoral strand (the latter includes a 
financial instrument for the cultural and creative sectors 
(ccs)). the programme will complement EU culture 
policy by reaching cultural operators directly and thereby 
helping bring about systemic change in terms of EU policy 
priorities.

the current multi-annual financial framework 
attributed to the programme an amount of € 1,6 billion 
for the period 2014-2020.

EUROPEAN UNION PRIZE FOR LITERATURE

*  FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 in November 2011, the commission confirmed the * 
consortium responsible for the first two editions, 
the European Booksellers Federation (EBF), the 
European Writers’ council (EWc) and the Federation 
of European Publishers (FEP), to coordinate the 
initiative in 2012. the three associations are jointly 
responsible for the setting up of the national 

juries and the practical organisation of the award 
ceremony. FEP is a project leader. 

 the selected countries for 2011 were Bulgaria, the * 
czech Republic, Greece, iceland, Latvia, Liechtenstein, 
Malta, Montenegro, serbia, the Netherlands, turkey 
and United Kingdom.
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  the winning authors were announced in october * 
2011 at an event during the Frankfurt Book Fair. 
FEP and the rest of the consortium cooperated to 
organise other promotional events for the Prize at 
the Fair.

  During a high-profile ceremony on 28 November * 
2011, at the presence of public figures from the 
field of culture, literature and politics as well as a 
broad European audience, commissioner vassiliou 
in charge of culture, MEP Doris Pack (EPP, Germany), 
chairwoman of the EP culture committee, and 
Bogdan Zdrojewski, Minister of culture and National 
Heritage of Poland handed out an award to each of 
the emerging talents. 

 the selected countries for 2012 are Austria, croatia, * 
France, Hungary, ireland, italy, Lithuania, Norway, 
Poland , Portugal, slovakia and sweden.

 FEP and the rest of the consortium promoted the * 
Prize in April 2012 at the London Book Fair. FEP 
participated in two seminars to present the Prize, 
as well as the work of some of the previous winners 
invited to the debate.

 the 12 authors selected for 2012 wil l  be * 
awarded in a new high-profile ceremony on 
22th November 2012.

 
 

Background

the aim is to put the spotlight on the creative and diverse 
wealth of Europe’s contemporary literature, promote 
more circulation of literature within Europe and greater 
interest in non-national literary works. Each year, in the 
cycle of three years), the juries of part of the 36 countries 
participating in the EU culture Programme selected 
one emerging fiction writer from their own country.  

the first edition of the Prize was awarded on 28th september 
2009; the second edition of the ceremony took place on 
18th November 2010, and the third on 28th November 
2011. the new three year cycle started in 2012 and the 
winners will be awarded the Prize on 22nd November 2012.  
www.euprizeliterature.eu

HIGH LEVEL EXPERT GROUP ON LITERACY

Background 

on 1st February 2011, the European commission launched 
a High-Level Expert Group on Literacy, with the aim of 
giving visibility and political importance to the issue of 
raising literacy levels in Europe. the Group will analyse 
scientific evidence and best practices and evaluate what 

policies can be the most effective. the 11 members of the 
Group, chaired by Princess Laurentien of the Netherlands, 
are experts on literacy from academia, politics and 
business.

*  FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP contacted all the members of the HLG offering * 
support and expertise for their task.

 FEP contributed to the informal input-gathering * 
of the High Level Group on Literacy and presented 

the collected material on literacy initiatives by 
publishers.
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the Directorate-General ensures that EU policies in 
general contribute to improving the competitiveness 
of businesses in the EU. it promotes entrepreneurship 
and innovation and supports the European growth 
and jobs strategy, focusing especially on the needs of 
small and medium-sized enterprises. its aims include 
reducing administrative burden, stimulating innovation, 
encouraging sustainable production, ensuring the 
smooth functioning of the European Union’s internal 
market for goods

it also makes sure the single market for goods 
benefits the EU industry and citizens.

the commissioner is Antonio tajani, vice-President of 
the European commission.

the Director General is Daniel calleja crespo.

FEP met with several members of vice-President 
tajani’s cabinet.

ENTREPRISEDG

TOY SAFETY

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP continued collecting all the available information * 
on the European legislation and standards, from the 
institutions and directly from the standard setting 
bodies.

 FEP maintained contacts and attended meetings at * 
cEN with the people responsible for the management 
of the technical committee in charge of the toy 
safety standards.

 thanks to the liaison status obtained with the cEN * 
technical committee 52, in charge of toy safety 
issues, FEP has appointed an observer to attend the 
discussions of the committee, and in particular of 
task Group 4 “toy Books”; the expert, Jean-François 
Lyet of Hachette, participated in the meeting of April 
2012.

 FEP provided information and advice to its members * 
in order to reach out to the national standardisation 

bodies, which are the main decision-makers in the 
cEN committees.

 FEP attended regularly the Expert Group meetings on * 
toy safety organised by the European commission.

 in February 2012, FEP organised a meeting between * 
the toy safety Unit of DG Enterprise and the 
managers of the Publishing industry Product safety 
(PiPs) initiative, an online database that captures 
information on the chemicals used in books, to 
provide an example of best practice on behalf of the 
publishing industry.

FEP agreed with the toy safety Unit to keep an open * 
dialogue with regard to the guidance document on 
the interpretation of the toy safety Directive on toy 
books.
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Background

When implementing the Directive 88/378/EEc on 
the safety of toys, some Member states considered 
children’s books as toys. this led in several cases to 
considerable difficulties for the European children’s book 
publishing industry, especially in complying with the extra 
requirements applied to paper and cardboard books.

in January 2008, the European commission proposed 
a new Directive of the European Parliament and of the 
council on the safety of toys, repealing the existing one. 
the revised Directive, entered into force in July 2009, 
aims to improve the quality of toy safety regulations and 
simplify legislation. the technical product specifications 
are left to the European standardisation bodies cEN and 
cENELEc to regulate. Among the main objectives of the 
updating process was the clarification of the scope and 
definitions of the Directive; neither the old nor the new 
Directive explicitly mention children’s books, but toy 
books are presumably covered. the application of the 
Directive to economic operators (such as publishers) 
was subject to a transitional period of 2 years, expired 
in July 2011.

Upon adoption of the Directive, the commission 
officially charged cEN with the task of revising the 
standards on toy safety; the mandate contained a specific 
reference to books, in particular those made of paper 
and cardboard, which prompted cEN to create a task 
Group on toy books within its technical committee on 
toy safety. the task Group, which met in March 2010, 
April 2011 and April 2012, has proposed an amendment 
aimed at exempting all types of paper and cardboard 
from certain extra mechanical tests; the amendment is 
under consideration by the cEN technical committee on 
Toy Safety.

independently from the process of revision of the 
Directive, the commission issued interpretative guidelines 
on the classification of books in the light of the toy safety 
regulation, found unsatisfactory by publishers.
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its main role is to initiate and define new environmental 
legislation and to ensure that measures, which have 
been agreed, are actually put into practice in the 
Member states. 

the commissioner responsible is Janez Potočnik.

the Director General is Karl Falkenberg. 

ENVIRONMENTDG

ECO-LABEL 

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 since 2003, FEP is following the debate on the eco-* 
label for printed paper products, initiated by the 
European commission.

 FEP is part of the Print Media Group, which gathers * 
the paper, printing and publishing industries to make 
sure that our views on environmental issues are 
properly represented. FEP regularly attends the PMG 

meetings; among others, those on ‘carbon footprint 
for the paper-value-chain’. the Group produced the 
brochure on Print Media and their contribution to 
the strategy EU 2020. 

 FEP continues monitoring developments in this field.  *  

 
Background

the aim is to award a community eco-label to products 
and services with reduced environmental impacts. the 
scheme is voluntary. criteria are established for individual 
product groups, such as paper products, shoes, textiles, 
detergents, paints and appliances such as refrigerators or 
dishwashers. the European eco-label is part of a broader 
strategy aimed at promoting sustainable consumption 
and production. Following the current discussion in the 
European commission, the eco-label can also be adopted 
by books publishers. the European Eco-label is part of 
a broader strategy aimed at promoting sustainable 
consumption and production.

in July 2008, the European commission published a 
proposal for a regulation revising the EU Eco-label scheme. 
the revised scheme will reduce the administrative process 
for developing criteria, allowing the number of product 
groups covered by the label to grow considerably, and will 
speed up the procedure for applicants to begin using the 
label. this legislative act provides the framework for the 
European Eco-label system, so there is no direct impact 
on publishing sector.  

Ecolabelling on the printed paper product was restarted 
again at the end of 2009, when a new criteria proposal on 

printed paper products was introduced in the context of 
the EU ecolabel criteria revision for copying and graphic 
paper. However, based on the input from stakeholders, 
it was decided to exclude the printed paper products- 
product group from the scope and proceed only with the 
copying and graphic paper to a vote. it was considered 
that printed paper products product group still needs to 
be further worked on. in october 2010, the Ec started 
the development of new draft criteria for printed matter 
together with a new set of criteria for newsprint paper. in 
March 2012 the commission confirmed its decision that 
since the chemicals used in the printed paper products 
may hinder recyclability of printed paper products, and 
may be hazardous for the environment and for human 
health, it is appropriate to establish EU Ecolabel criteria 
for the product group “printed paper”. 

the commission presented the 2011-2015 Work Plan 
to set a number of realistic and achievable objectives 
for the next five years. As the Regulation was revised in 
2009/2010, the next evaluation will take place in 2014 
in order to submit a report on the implementation of 
the scheme to the Parliament and the council in 2015. 
that report should also identify elements for a possible 
revision.
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OBLIGATIONS ON OPERATORS THAT PLACE TIMBER 
AND TIMBER PRODUCTS ON THE MARKET

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

*  FEP joined forces with the newspaper and 
magazine industry representatives to advocate 
for the exclusion of the publishing sector from the 
scope of the regulation.

*  FEP is closely monitoring any further debate issued 
by the European commission on illegal logging as 
the Ec will have to prepare an impact Assessment 
study on the issue.

*  FEP attends the meetings of the Advisory committee 
on Forestry and Forest-based industries

*  FEP upheld the necessity to avoid burdening 
publishers with a responsibility they are not in the 
capacity to sustain. this file is an excellent example 
of the importance of a trade organisation in raising 
awareness and mobilising support on behalf of its 
individual members.

  Background

in october 2008 the commission proposed a regulation 
laying down the obligations of operators who place timber 
(wood) and timber products on the market with the aim 
to support the international fight against illegal logging 
and its related trade. the objective of this regulation is 
to minimise the risk of illegal timber being sold on the 
EU market. As a major consumer of timber and timber 
products, the EU has an obligation to take effective action 
against deforestation and illegal logging. 

the regulation requests to operators who place timber 
and timber products on the market for the first time 
to exercise a full due diligence (to provide information 
- principles of the chain of custody - to comply with 
risk assessment procedures and to participate in risk 

migration procedures) and to operators who make timber 
and timber products available on the market to exercise 
a due care system (basic information).

European publishers have for many years been 
paying close attention to issues of sustainability and 
environmental responsibility, notably regarding the 
choice of paper that is used for the printing of their 
various publications.  However, publishers should not be 
held responsible for due diligence along the supply chain, 
as they are not directly involved in the sourcing process 
and therefore don’t have direct access to the necessary 
information. in March 2013 the requirements of the EU 
timber Regulation will come into force.
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP actively attended several Parliament debates * 
and public hearings regarding the proposed Directive 
on consumer rights.

 FEP kept monitoring the status of the proposal made * 
by the commission and informed its members of its 
possible consequences for publishers.

consumer policy is central to the EU objective of 
continuously improving the quality of life of all EU citizens. 
the aim of promoting the interests, health and safety of 
consumers in the EU is enshrined in articles 153 and 95 
of the treaty establishing the European community. the 
Directorate-General monitor the application of EU laws 

on the safety of food and other products, on consumers’ 
rights and on the protection of people’s health.

the commissioner responsible is John Dalli.

the Director General is Paola testori coggi.

HEALTH & 
CONSUMERSDG

REVIEW OF THE CONSUMER ACQUIS

Background

Following a 2007 Green Paper on the review of the 
consumer community acquis and a related consultation, 
on 8th october 2008 the European commission adopted 
a proposal for a Directive on consumer Rights aimed at 
strengthening consumer protection and establishing the 
real retail internal market, making it easier and less costly 
for traders to sell cross border and providing consumers 
with a larger choice and competitive prices. the consumer 
Rights Directive merges 4 existing EU consumer Directives 
(Directive 85/577/EEc on contracts negotiated away from 
business premises, Directive 93/13/EEc on unfair terms 
in consumer contracts, Directive 97/7/Ec on distance 
contracts and Directive 1999/44/Ec on consumer sales 
and guarantees) into one set of rules and adopts a full 
harmonisation approach (i.e. Member states cannot 
maintain or adopt provisions diverging from those laid 
down in the Directive). it should update and modernise 
existing consumer rights, bringing them in line with 
technological change and strengthening provisions in the 
key areas where consumers have experienced problems 

in recent years – particularly in sales negotiated away 
from business premises (e.g. door to door selling).

Provisions on the right of withdrawal are likely to affect 
publishers who carry out distance sales of physical books 
(internet, telephone or mail order). in particular, according 
to the proposal, the consumer shall have a period of 
14 days to withdraw from a distance contract, without 
giving any reason, beginning from the day on which the 
consumer acquires the material possession of each of the 
goods ordered; other provisions mitigate the risk of abuse 
of this clause. Books are not mentioned explicitly with 
regard to any of the provisions of the Directive.

After months of debates, and substantial modifications 
to the original proposal, the EP adopted the report in 
committee in February 2011, and on 24th March 2011, it 
held a plenary vote.
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Among the main provisions approved by the EP, the 
withdrawal period for consumers for all online and off-
premise contracts was extended to 14 calendar days. 
However, digital goods, such as e-books, music, films or 
software programmes, are exempted from the right of 
withdrawal; the sale will be regarded as concluded from 
the moment downloading begins. While MEPs voted on all 
the amendments to the commission’s proposal, the vote on 
the overall text was postponed in order to keep open the 
possibility for a first reading agreement with the council. 
the council had agreed on a general approach in January, 
among others endorsing the inclusion of downloads of 
digital products in the scope of the Directive, but without 
a right of withdrawal.

on 22th May 2012, the commission released  
“a communication on A European consumer Agenda – 

Boosting confidence and growth Directive”. the consumer 
Agenda was proposed both by commissioners Dalli 
(DG Health and consumers) and Reding (DG Justice, 
fundamental rights and citizenship) to propose a strategic 
vision for consumer policy placing the consumer at 
the very heart of the EU single Market through the 
notion of “consumer empowerment”. it proposes key 
actions to be implemented before 2014 around 4 pillars: 
reinforcing consumer safety, enhancing information and 
education, improving enforcement and securing redress 
and aligning policies to societal changes). this is very 
relevant to boosting the single e-commerce market, 
which would have a positive impact on publishers’ 
activities. one of the five key sectors of the Agenda is 
indeed the Digital one with a view to tackling problems 
faced by consumers and ensuring their protection online. 
 

Neelie Kroes, vice-President of the European commission responsible for Digital Agenda 
at FEP rendez-vous in Frankfurt
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS
*  FEP maintains regular contacts with the task Force 

to fully brief them on the main developments in the 
publishing field so that they can fully appreciate the 
impact of future EU legislation or other initiatives, 

and has met its officials on several occasions 
including during the Frankfurt book fair.

 
 

the information society and Media Directorate-General 
supports the development and use of information and 
communication technologies (icts) for the benefit of all 
citizens. this includes fostering the growth of content 
industries drawing on Europe’s cultural diversity.

the commissioner responsible is Neelie Kroes 
(commissioner for the Digital Agenda), vice-President of 
the European commission.

the Director General is Robert Madelin.

FEP met on several occasions with members of the 
vice-President’s cabinet.

FEP welcomed Mrs. Kroes at the Frankfurt book fair 
in 2011.

INFORMATION 
SOCIETY & MEDIADG

TASK FORCE FOR THE COORDINATION  
OF THE MEDIA

Background

Responsibility for the publishing industries has been 
allocated to DG information society and Media; here, the 
Media task Force monitors all the commission’s policies 
that affect the media sector. Publishing sub-sectors are as 
follows: newspapers, periodicals, books, directories and 

databases. the publishing sector is of major importance 
to the European Union and its citizens. it has a key 
economic role to play and is vital to the development 
and preservation of culture, information, education and 
democracy at large.
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EUROPEAN DIGITAL LIBRARY - EUROPEANA

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP attended several Board meetings of Europeana, * 
a plenary session in December 2011 in Rotterdam 
and an High Level discussion in copenhagen in 
April 2012.

 FEP attended the High level event in Brussels in * 
May 2012.

 FEP organised two seminars with publishers and * 
Europeana, at the Frankfurt Book fair in october 
2011 and in Brussels in May 2012.

 FEP organised a meeting between Europeana * 
and representatives of the main creative content 
producers’ organisations in Brussels in May 2012.

 FEP holds also a dialogue with the conference of * 
European National Librarians (cENL) and just had 
had our 35th meeting end of May in Brussels. We 
are working on a statement on deposit of non-print 
works.

 
Background

Europeana sets out to make all Europe’s cultural resources 
and scientific records – books, journals, films, maps, 
photographs, music, etc. – accessible to all, and preserve 
it for future generations. the initiative focuses on two 
areas: cultural heritage – creating electronic versions of 
the materials in Europe’s libraries, archives and museums, 
making them available online, for work, study or leisure, 
and preserving them for future generations; and scientific 
information – making research findings more widely 
available online and keeping them available over time. 

FEP has been an early supporter of Europeana and has 
been extremely involved in finding ways for publishers 
to be able to bring their publications to Europeana. in 
the early years, FEP was a member of the High Level 
Group on digital libraries and afterwards participated in 
a number of consultations. since last year, FEP Director 
Anne Bergman-tahon has been elected as officer of the 
Europeana Network and is therefore represented in the 
Board of the Foundation. FEP is thriving to find solutions 
to issues raised by librarians.
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Background

together with the emergence of digital libraries, the need 
to provide pragmatic solutions to the challenges of orphan 
works, out of print books and clearance of protected 
material has arisen. in 2008, under the leadership of 
the italian Publishers Association (AiE), FEP undertook 
a project under the Ec programme econtent+, called 
ARRoW: Accessible Registries of Rights information and 
orphan Works towards Europeana.

the project aimed at creating an interoperable 
search infrastructure, a distributed network of national 
databases to facilitate retrieving information about the 
rights status of works and a set of tools for both public 
and private organisations who wish to contact active 
rightholders to seek copyright clearance for the reuse 
of content; it also collected information on current and 
emerging business models and explored possible systems 
facilitating co-existence and interoperability between 
public institutions and commercial publishing initiatives, 

drawing from the emerging European solutions driven by 
the private sector.

this infrastructure will include, but not be limited 
to, the creation of a European distributed registry 
of orphan works and access to a network of existing 
clearance centres for out of print works, in line with 
the recommendations of the High Level Expert Group 
on Digital libraries. the system will also provide the 
infrastructure for the management of any type of rights 
information, so facilitating the actual implementation of 
innovative business models for both digital libraries and 
private e-content providers.

the rights information infrastructure will facilitate the 
search for rightholders and the identification of public 
domain works, orphan works, out of print works and other 
copyrighted works, which could be released for inclusion 
and access if only the rights information infrastructure 

ARROW – ARROW + 

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP actively participated in Management Board * 
meetings of the ARRoW+ project all along the period 
concerned.

 FEP prepared the reports within its competence, and * 
coordinated the involvement of project partners and 
FEP members in the collection of information for the 
project.

 in its capacity of WP3 leader, FEP coordinated several * 
project partners to organise ARRoW+ National 
stakeholder Meetings in the 12 target countries 
(Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, 
ireland, italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, 
Portugal). FEP also presented the project in Estonia 
and Romania.

 FEP collected information (via meetings, * 
questionnaires and interviews) in order to prepare 
a report to assess the status of the target countries 
with respect to the requisites for being included 
in the ARRoW system. Based on this information, 
FEP facilitated the beginning of work on the actual 
integration of new countries.

 FEP prepared the basis for work on the sustainability * 
plans needed at national level in the target countries 

that will develop data infrastructure in the framework 
of the ARRoW+ project.

 FEP participated actively in the discussions on the * 
establishment of an ARRoW legal entity.

 FEP contributed to the dissemination activities of * 
the project through a number of meetings with 
commission officials, Members of the European 
Parliament and other stakeholders.

 All throughout the year, FEP coordinated a series of * 
live demonstrations of the functioning of the ARRoW 
system for various stakeholders, officials of the 
European commission, MEPs, national Ministries and 
representatives of the Polish Presidency of the EU.

FEP reported regularly to its member associations on * 
the goals and status of the project.
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been monitoring the developments on this * 
file and has reiterated to the various parties involved 
the need to improve the access for private companies 
such as publishers to public sector information at 
equitable costs, including public domain works 
contained in cultural institutions.

 At the Psi Workshop hosted by the commission on * 
10th-11th May 2011, FEP submitted a position paper 
and presented its position on the need of ensuring 
a level playing field between the public authorities 
offering added-value information for free on their 
governmental portals and the core business of 
publishers to make available this added-value 
content against payment. 

  FEP took part to the Digital Assembly in June 2011 * 
which presented the results of the Psi Workshop of 
May 2011. 

 FEP attended conferences at the EP and a European * 
internet Foundation (EiF) dinner on Psi. Each time, 
we presented the views of publishers, who are 
favourable to the new changes in the Psi Directive, 
as long as the exclusion of third party intellectual 
property is respected. FEP also wrote to MEPs who 
attended the EiF dinner on Psi to explain what 
scientific publishers were doing to give access to 
knowledge to poorer countries (Research for Life). 
 

existed. the broad involvement of rightholders, collective 
management organisations and libraries provides critical 
mass to approach the problem at pan-European level.

the project ran for 2.5 years, from september 2008 
to February 2011; it led to the setting up of the planned 
infrastructure and to the piloting of the system in four 
countries: France, Germany, spain and the UK. 

since 2010 most of the project partners worked also 
on the enhancement and extension of the project: this 
led to the setting up of the ARRoW+ project under the 

competitiveness and innovation Framework Programme 
2007-2013. the project aims at sustaining the current 
developments by enhancing the system already in place 
following use case requirements and integrating a wider 
range of countries, as well as piloting the inclusion of 
images embedded in books in its scope. ARRoW+ started 
in April 2011; FEP is leader of Work Package 3: organising 
and coordinating national initiatives.

REVISION OF THE DIRECTIVE 2003/98/EC ON THE 
RE-USE OF PUBLIC SECTOR INFORMATION 

 Background

Public bodies produce, collect and share vast amounts 
of information. Most of this public sector information 
(Psi) has commercial potential for re-use as the basis for 
new added value products and services. According to a 
survey of 2006, the overall market size for Psi in the EU 
is estimated at € 27 billion. Despite its economic value, 
much of Europe’s Psi is not fully re-used. the EU adopted 
the Psi Directive in 2003 to overcome barriers that limit 
the re-use of Psi. the Directive regulates how public 
sector bodies should make their information available for 
re-use and deals with key issues like transparency of what 
is available and under which conditions, fair competition 

and non-discrimination between all potential re-users. 
For publishers it is, inter alia, essential that the Directive 
recognise that iP rights from thirds parties are not affected 
by it and ensure that the public sector will not compete 
unfairly with private offers.

the commission concluded a review of the Directive in 
2009, assessing its impact and application; it published a 
communication on Re-use of Public sector information - 
Review of Directive 2003/98/Ec, accompanied by a staff 
working document. 
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

FEP has been following the issue to identify possible * 
implications for its general strategy in other fields.

 FEP attends regularly parliamentary sessions and * 
conferences organised on the issue of net neutrality 

and presented its views that it is in favour of net 
neutrality, which however, should not be used as a 
shield for illegal practices. 

in December 2011, the commission proposed its Open 
Data Strategy, presented in a commission communication 
to the European Parliament and to the council. the 
communication was accompanied by a proposal for 
modifying the Directive on the re-use of public sector 
information (the main element of the regulatory 
framework for re-use) and a revised commission decision 
on the re-use of the commission’s information. the 
revised legislative framework will change the scope of 

application as it will include “libraries, archives, museums 
and university libraries”, whilst maintaining its derogation 
for third party intellectual property right. the general 
principle will be that all public information that is not 
explicitly covered by one of the exceptions is re-usable for 
commercial and non-commercial purposes. the amount 
that can be charged for Psi cannot be more than the 
marginal costs of dissemination (in certain case full costs 
of producing and disseminating remains possible).

NET NEUTRALITY

Background

the EU regulatory framework for communications was 
created in the 1990s to open up markets and culminated 
in 1998 with the liberalisation of national markets. 
the current sets of rules were adopted in 2002 and the 
European commission launched a reviewing process in 
2006 to modernise these rules, with the adoption of the 
final text in 2009.

the telecom Package was an opportunity to improve the 
cooperation framework with internet service Providers 
and telecommunication companies in the fight against 
piracy. this proved one of the most controversial issues 
in the negotiations between the European Parliament, 
where many MEPs opposed any restrictions to users’ 
access to the internet, and the council.

Following up to its commitment – one of the 
prerequisites for the successful conclusion of the EU 
telecoms reform package – to scrutinise closely the open 
and neutral nature of the internet and to report on the 
state of play to the European Parliament and the council, 
the commission decided in early 2010 to take forward the 
net neutrality debate. in June 2010 it launched a public 
consultation covering such issues as whether internet 

providers should be allowed to adopt certain traffic 
management practices, prioritising one kind of internet 
traffic over another; whether such traffic management 
practices may create problems and have unfair effects 
for users; whether the level of competition between 
different internet service providers and the transparency 
requirements of the new telecom framework may 
be sufficient to avoid potential problems by allowing 
consumers’ choice; and whether the EU needs to act 
further to ensure fairness in the internet market, or 
whether industry should take the lead.

on 19th April 2011 the commission adopted a 
communication on “the open internet and net neutrality 
in Europe”; the report suggests that here is no need for 
legislation to protect net neutrality and that the market 
and competition would ensure the neutrality of the 
internet. However, the commission vowed to be vigilant 
that new EU telecoms rules on transparency, quality of 
service and the ability to switch operator are applied 
in a way that ensures that open and neutral internet 
principles are respected in practice. the commission 
has also asked the Body of European Regulators for 
Electronic communications (BEREc) to undertake a fact-
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finding exercise on issues crucial to ensuring an open and 
neutral internet, including barriers to changing operators, 
blocking or throttling internet traffic, transparency and 
quality of service. the consultation is open until 31st July 
2012 but findings have already been released.

on 27th July 2011 the council adopted council 
conclusions on net neutrality underlining the need to 
preserve the open and neutral character of the internet 
and establishing net neutrality as a policy objective.

At the Parliament, the issue is regularly debated and 
a resolution was adopted in Plenary on 17th November 
2011 calling the EU to enshrine its concept in its law. 

the European Data Protection supervisor released a 
document in october 2011  - an opinion on net neutrality, 
traffic management and the protection of privacy and 
personal data. 

in May 2012, commissioner Neelie Kroes has 
indicated her intention to legislate on net neutrality. 

Signature of the MoU on the digitisation and making available of out of commerce works

Front row, from left: Angela Mills (EPc), Anne Bergman-tahon, commissioner Michel Barnier, 
Myriam Diocaretz (EWc), Magdalena vinent (iFRRo)

Second row: Jeanette Frey (LiBER), Michael Mabe (stM), Gerard Leitner (EBLiDA)
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REVIEW OF THE ENFORCEMENT DIRECTIVE  
(IPRED-DIRECTIVE 2004/48/EC)

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP continued to monitor the correct implementation * 
in all EU countries in order to provide publishers with 
the necessary instruments to enforce their legitimate 
rights. FEP created an informal anti-piracy working 
group amongst its member to enhance information 
exchange on piracy.

  FEP follows the review of the iPRED and kept * 
contact with the relevant officials in the European 
commission.

 FEP took part in several roundtables on the iPR * 
strategy and on enforcement issues, with commission 
official intervention.

 FEP took part in Public Hearing on “Directive * 
2004/48/Ec and the challenges posed by the digital 
environment” that took place on 7 June 2011 and 
presented its position.

 FEP attended the stakeholders conference on 26 April * 
2012 and explained European publishers’ position 
upholding the principle that copyright must be 
respected and protected in the digital environment 
as well. 

the internal Market and services Directorate General (DG 
MARKt) coordinates the European commission’s policy 
on the European single Market, which aims to ensure 
the free movement of people, goods, services and capital 
within the Union. 

in this context, DG MARKt is directly responsible 
for proposing and controlling the implementing of a 
European legal framework in the following specific 
areas: regulated professions, services, company law and 
corporate governance, public procurement, intellectual 
and industrial property and postal services. 

the commissioner responsible is Michel Barnier.

the Director General is Jonathan Faull.

Within the DG MARKt, the copyright Unit deals with 
the important task to enforce the “acquis” on copyright 
and related rights, to advance it further and to modernise 
and adapt it to new developments in technology or the 

markets concerned, as this is an evolving scenario. FEP 
has regular meetings and contacts with the Unit.

the European commission also created a specific unit 
dedicated to the fight against counterfeiting and piracy 
in charge of looking at the correct implementation 
of the Enforcement Directive and its review as well as 
other broader aspects concerning the fight against 
counterfeiting and piracy. FEP maintains regular contacts 
with this Unit as well.  

Both units are gathered under a newly created 
Directorate on intellectual Property, reflecting 
commissioner Barnier’s holistic approach to intellectual 
property rights and their enforcement.

FEP met with commissioner Barnier on the occasion of 
the signature of the Memorandum of Understanding on 
out-of-commerce works. 

FEP also met on several occasions with members of the 
commissioner’s cabinet.

INTERNAL MARKET 
& SERVICESDG
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Background

the Directive on the enforcement of intellectual property 
rights (iPRED) requires all Member states to apply 
effective, dissuasive and proportionate remedies and 
penalties against those engaged in counterfeiting and 
piracy and so create a level playing field for rightholders 
in the EU. implementation was due in all Member states 
by 29th April 2006 and even though the Directive did 
not entail important changes in national legislation the 
implementation process took a long time. 

still, some difficulties in the implementation remain in 
some Member states, in particular as some provisions 
are seen as conflicting with data protection law, and also 
due to a diverging interpretations. For this reason, the 
commission in April 2010 announced it would issue an 
implementation report on the Enforcement Directive, 
to assess its transposition in Member states and 
analyse potential problems. the report was published 
in December 2010; the analysis showed that certain 
provisions of the Directive, including the relationship with 
other Directives, were understood in different ways in the 
different Member states and had given rise to different 
interpretations and applications in practice, and also 
addressed the extra, challenging dimension to enforcing 

intellectual property rights that the internet and digital 
technologies present. these provisions could warrant 
further clarifications to make the Directive fully effective. 
the commission therefore started a process which could 
set out possible legislative amendments to the iPRED, 
starting with the launch of a public consultation, in 
January 2011, to feed into the commission’s evaluation 
on whether a review of the iPRED is needed. A public 
hearing took place on 7 June 2011 and a report on the 
results of the public consultation was published in June 
2011.

the commission has started to review the iPRED. A 
conference entitled “Enforcement of iPR: the review of 
Directive 2004/48/Ec” was organised with stakeholders 
on 26 April, followed by a report. the commission 
will continue its review and welcomes feedback from 
stakeholders. they will issue targeted questions for 
stakeholders in June 2012 to nourish their review. After 
an impact Assessment they will decide whether or not 
they will re-open the Directive.

EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT OF COPYRIGHT

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP kept following the works of the European * 
observatory on infringements of iPR and of the 
observatory’s subgroup on statistics.

 FEP participated in the presentation by the contractor * 
tasked with preparing the methodology to study the 
impact of counterfeiting and piracy in the EU and 
provided the commission with feedback.

 FEP created an anti-piracy working group to collect * 
and share information on anti-piracy activities and 
developments.

 FEP organised in November 2011 a workshop with * 
commission’s officials to present siNBAD, a web-

crawler developed by its Flemish member sending 
automated notice-and-take-down to websites 
hosting illegal content. 

 in March 2012, FEP answered an informal * 
questionnaire sent by the e-commerce unit on 
notice and actions procedures and plan to answer 
to the official ones. FEP sent the e-commerce 
unit information on its sector and explained that 
piracy is affecting the e-commerce of books. 
Moreover, FEP highlighted how provisions 
intended to foster the digital market should not 
be abused as a shield from iPR enforcement. 
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Background

in July 2008, the commission adopted a communication 
on a new industrial property rights strategy for Europe. 
the communication outlines a number of actions 
to maintain a high quality industrial property rights 
system for the EU in the 21st century. it calls for robust 
enforcement against counterfeiting and piracy and aims 
to ensure that industrial property rights in Europe are of 
high quality and that they are accessible to all innovators, 
particularly small- and medium-sized enterprises. the 
communication includes copyright in order to present a 
coherent picture on the fight against piracy.

in september 2008, the competitiveness council 
adopted a Resolution on a comprehensive EU anti-
counterfeiting and anti-piracy plan. this Resolution 
endorsed the need to step up the fight against 
counterfeiting and piracy and called for the creation 
of a European counterfeiting and Piracy observatory 
(EocP). the observatory, whose overall goal is to 
produce continuous, objective assessments and up-to-
date research that lead to exchange of best practice 
and knowledge gathering among policymakers, industry 
experts and enforcement bodies, was launched in April 
2009; it was initially managed by the Enforcement 
Unit of DG MARKt, but in 2011 it was placed under the 
responsibility of the oHiM (office for the Harmonisation 
of the internal Market). in 2011, the EocP contracted a 
think tank to develop a methodology and to assess the 
scope, scale and impact of counterfeiting and piracy in 
the internal market; the methodology was presented 
in october and is being tested in 2012. Meanwhile, 
the commission decided to entrust the observatory 
to the office for the Harmonisation of the internal 
Market (oHiM), due to its expertise and availability of 
resources. the regulation was adopted by the EP and the 
council in February and March 2012, respectively; the 

observatory, renamed observatory on infringements of 
iPR, will, among others, enhance understanding of the 
value of intellectual property, improve understanding 
on the impact of infringements of iPR, assist in raising 
citizens’ awareness of the impact of iPR infringements 
and develop training programmes for people involved in 
the enforcement of iPR, including in non EU countries.

in parallel, the Enforcement Unit also launched a 
stakeholders’ Dialogue on illegal up- and downloading, 
to explore ways of collaboration between right holders 
and internet service providers to tackle the issue of online 
piracy. the Dialogue ran until mid-2010, when it was 
extended and renamed stakeholders’ Dialogue on online 
copyright infringements; the exercise was suspended by 
the European commission in March 2011.

in september 2009, the commission issued a 
communication on enhancing the enforcement of 
intellectual property rights in the internal market, putting 
forward practical, non-legislative measures to combat 
counterfeiting and piracy. this led the European Parliament 
to start an own initiative report on “Enforcement of 
iPR in the internal market” (rapporteur Marielle Gallo 
- EPP, France), which was adopted in september 2010. 
the Parliament also established a Forum on combating 
counterfeit, contraband and organised crime.

in March 2010, the competitiveness council adopted 
another Resolution on the enforcement of iPR, stressing 
the need to protect intellectual property online. in April 
2012, the commission issued a communication on the 
single Market Act, a list of proposed measures to boost 
growth and strengthen confidence, which included 
effective enforcement of iPR as one of the recommended 
actions.
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been meeting commission officials and * 
MEPs to provide the views of publishers on the draft 
proposal on orphan works. FEP kept stressing that 
to be able to determine the status of a work, it is 
essential that a due diligent search be conducted 
prior to the making available on the internet on 
each work as well as the possibility for rightholders 
to easily access the result of the diligent search. this 
is why FEP has initiated the ARRoW project, which 
will facilitate the due diligent search for libraries. 
FEP also called for a licence, which was not taken on 
board, in order to bring the legal certainty asked by 
public institutions. As a result and considering that 
the Directive provides now for an exception, FEP has 
opposed commercial use of orphan works under 
such circumstances. 

  FEP had several meetings and contacts in particular * 
with the copyright Unit of DG internal Market, with 
the cabinet of commissioner Barnier and with the 
services and cabinets of vice-President Kroes and 
commissioner vassiliou to ensure that the future 
Directive on orphan works takes publisher’s views 
and concerns into consideration.

 FEP have been contacting and meeting the different * 
rapporteurs and shadow rapporteurs to convey 
the views of publishers as the report and opinions 
progressed and sent voting recommendations ahead 
of votes in order to ensure a balanced Directive 
enabling the digitisation and making available of 
orphan works across Europe whilst respecting 
copyright principles and publishers’ interests.

 FEP presented the publishers’ view on orphan works * 
also to the Polish and Danish Presidencies of the 
EU as well as other permanent representations in 
Brussels.

 FEP has been drafting and coordinating common * 
positions on  the draft Directive with  trade 
organisations of the print sector as well as larger 
coalition of creative industries.

 
 
 

DIRECTIVE ON ORPHAN WORKS

Background

the commission communication on copyright in the 
Knowledge Economy of october 2009 suggested a series 
of preparatory actions for follow up initiatives in the next 
commission’s strategy on iP. the communication proposed 
tackling the issue of orphan works by providing for an EU 
wide solution to create legal certainty. it announced that 
the commission would examine the problem in an impact 
Assessment which would explore several options.

the issue was also dealt with by the High Level Group 
on Digital Libraries; its copyright subgroup issued a set of 
recommendations on right clearing centres and databases 
for orphan works.

in october 2009, the commission held a hearing 
on orphan works; in November 2009, the European 
Parliament organised a workshop on orphan works and 
access for visually impaired people.

in May 2010, commissioner Barnier announced at the 
European Parliament that the commission would publish 

a Directive on orphan Works, to increase legal certainty 
and support digitisation efforts of our cultural heritage. 
Mr Barnier called for a European definition of orphan 
works.

the commission issued a draft proposal together with 
an impact Assessment on 24 May 2011. A rapporteur was 
designated at the EP, MEP Geringer de oedenberg (s&D, 
PL) who issued her report on 27 september 2011. opinions 
were voted in the culture and Education committee and 
the internal Market and consumer Protection committee 
of the EP in November and December 2011. on 1 March 
2012, the EP report in the Legal committee has been 
voted. Meanwhile the council met under the Polish 
presidency and the Danish ones to bring some changes 
to the Directive. 

since the end of March the council, the EP and the 
commission have been meeting for trilogues and technical 
meetings in order to reach agreement on one text to be 
voted in one reading in september 2012. 
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

FEP supported the idea of having DG internal Market * 
coordinate a dialogue on the subject.

 FEP has participated in the seven meetings on out-* 
of-commerce works. FEP’s position is that out-of-
commerce works are in-copyright works, therefore 
any initiative should respect rightholders’ discretion 
to digitise and make those works available online 
themselves; for works that they do not wish to 
digitise themselves and for which they do not object 
to making available online, voluntary agreements 
can be reached at a national level. this stakeholders 
dialogue lead to the signature of a Memorandum of 
Understanding on Key principles in the Digitisation 
and Making Available of out-of-commerce Works, in 
september 2011, by the authors, RRos, libraries and 
book and learned journals publishers.

 FEP has upheld its message in a number of meetings * 
with officials of the European commission and with 
MEPs and publicised the signature of the MoU.

 FEP has contributed to start off the implementation * 
task force and have attended conference calls 
and meetings in order to trigger projects.  the 
remit of the task-force was decided, as well as an 
action plan. the focus will be put on identifying 
the projects at national level (where they stand, 
etc.), namely through the Europeana network with 
whom FEP liaised.   

Background

Part of the work done in the High Level Group on Digital 
Libraries focused on the issues of out-of-print works. in 
2008, two model licenses were drafted, and the copyright 
subgroup issued recommendations on rights clearing 
centres and databases.

the questionnaire of the Reflection Group on 
digitisation of August 2010 also covered the issue of out-
of-commerce works; the European commission started 
showing an interest in the subject as a further step after 
tackling the issue of orphan works.

commissioner Barnier announced in June that he 
intended to start a round-table on the out-of-commerce 

issue. the initiative started in November 2010, was 
facilitated by the copyright Unit of DG internal Market 
and gathers national and European stakeholders from 
both the library and rightholders communities. seven 
roundtables were ensued and on 20 september 2011 a 
Memorandum of Understanding on “Key Principles in the 
Digitisation and Making Available of out-of-commerce 
Works” was signed by all parties in the presence of 
commissioner Barnier. 

in March 2012, an implementation task Force was 
set up to encourage projects to take place along an 
action plan.

OUT-OF-COMMERCE DIALOGUE
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP organised a meeting on access for the viP on 7* th 
April 2011 with the organisations still willing to work 
on the implementation of the MoU on a technical 
basis in order to discuss the next steps.

 on 13* th April 2011, FEP took part in a meeting at 
the EP on “Fair access to culture and the right to 
read of visually impaired persons - Exceptions and 
limitations to copyright with regard to libraries, 
education and print disabled persons”.

 on 31* st May 2011, FEP participated in a meeting at 
DG internal Market with the viP organisations willing 
to continue the cooperation.

 FEP drafted together with iFRRo the model licence/* 
agreement as well as the by-laws for the European 
board of EtiN, recognising agreements at national 
level between rightholders, RRos and trusted 
intermediaries.

 FEP actively sought to involve its members in the * 
work of EtiN and to have them work with trusted 
intermediaries at national level too. 

 FEP took part to a coordination dialogue with tiGAR, * 
attending regular conference calls. FEP co-drafted 
a paper on the relationship between tiGAR and 
ETIN.

 FEP drafted a letter to commissioner Kroes in order * 
to ask for financial support to improve chances to 
make EtiN sustainable on the long run.

 on 29* th February 2012, FEP answered the consultation 
on a European Accessibility Act, highlighting 
publishers actions in the field of developing standards 
such as ePub3 and their collaboration with the DAisY 
consortium whilst working on EtiN to complement 
the gaps of a single European digital market for the 
visually impaired persons.

 FEP has been coordinating with iPA on the debate on * 
access to works for the viP at WiPo. FEP regularly 
gave feedbacks from the European and international 
community to the commission negotiating at 
WIPO. 

 FEP wrote a letter to commissioner Barnier, ahead * 
of the WiPo negotiations, to convey publishers’ view 
and assures that he will seek a balanced approach 
as he declared.

 FEP met with the Polish and Danish presidency to * 
present publishers’ views in the context of the WiPo 
discussions.

 FEP wrote to several MEPs who signed a petition * 
asking the commission to sign a treaty at WiPo for 
the viP to inform them about publishers’ position 
who wish to have a balanced text respecting their 
efforts to make available on equal terms in terms 
of timing and price of accessible e-books (thanks to 
ePub3 and DAisY).

 

Background

the Green Paper on copyright in the Knowledge 
Economy of July contained a chapter on persons with 
disabilities pointing out the importance of providing 
accessible content to the visually impaired persons 
(viP) community and the remaining obstacles in 
Europe to achieve this objective. As a follow up of 
the Green Paper, the communication on copyright in 
the Knowledge Economy of october 2009 identified 
as a following step the organisation of a stakeholder 
forum to consider the range of issues facing persons 

with disabilities and possible policy responses. in 
November 2009, the European Parliament organised 
a workshop on orphan works and access for visually 
impaired people.

starting in December 2010, the European commission 
(copyright Unit) organised a series of meetings of the 
dialogue between representatives of visually impaired 
and the right holder communities. 

VIP STAKEHOLDERS’ DIALOGUE
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the MoU was signed on 14 september 2010 in the 
presence of commissioner Barnier; the signatories include 
EBU, EDA (European Dyslexic Association), EWc, iFRRo, 
stM and FEP. it foresees that accessible copies created 
under national copyright exceptions can be transferred in 
the EU, after receiving a license at national level, through 
the network of tis. Furthermore it recommends specific 
licenses allowing the cross-border transfer in the EU of 
licensed accessible copies, through the network of tis. 

Work ensued to  establish a network of tis, EtiN – the 
European trusted intermediary Network, although the 
EBU withdrew from the project in early 2011. the first 
kick-off meeting took place in April 2011 and several 
trusted intermediaries joined the efforts to set up the 
network, despite the withdrawal of EBU.

in september 2011, a model licence/agreement was 
agreed upon by rightholders and trusted intermediaries 
and in April 2012 by-laws for a EtiN European Board 
were finalised. A face-to-face meeting took place in 
February 2012 gathering new trusted intermediaries 
wishing to join EtiN. Representatives of tiGAR, an 
international project of files exchanges between 
trusted intermediaries, set up at WiPo level, took part 
in order to coordinate both projects.

Meanwhile, in Geneva, discussions are taking place on 
an instrument for the viP.

* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

*  FEP has been following the issue and reminding 
the European commission and Parliament the 
role of collective management in the book field, 
including the fact that book publishers can grant 
world-wide or at least Europe-wide licenses as 
these are generally granted on a language basis, 
and that RRos normally manage only secondary 

uses. FEP has welcomed the intention to improve 
transparency and governance in the field, but also 
clarified that collective management in the book 
sector does not present particular problems.

 

COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT

Background

the European commission plans to propose a Directive on 
collective rights management establishing general rules 
for the operation of collecting societies. it is an initiative 
underpinning the European Digital Agenda, announced 
in May 2010.

the commission has confirmed this intention in several 
occasions, including in occasion of the publication of the 
communication on the single Market Act of April 2011 or 

the iPR strategy. the initiative on collective management, 
which should take the form of a Directive and will most 
likely focus on transparency and good governance for all 
sectors and on facilitating multiterritorial licensing for the 
music sector. 

A draft Directive is expected to be published before the 
summer 2012 together with an impact Assessment.
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

*  FEP has conveyed to the commission its position that 
individual management, whenever possible, is the  
preferred option for publishers. However, it is 
not always possible to manage rights individually 
(e.g. reprography) and in those countries where 
levies are in place, publishers are satisfied 
with the system. Moreover, the peculiarities 
of the publishing sector (Reproduction Rights 
organisations mainly manage secondary rights) 
must be taken into account before any conclusions 
are drawn.

*  FEP met the mediator Mr. vitorino on 8th May 2012 
and continued to provide information relevant to 
his mission. 

Background

in April 2008, the European commission finalised a new 
consultation aimed at deepening the understanding of 
the functioning of private copying levy schemes set up 
at national level.

subsequently, in May 2008, the commission organised 
a public hearing on Private copying Levies, in order 
to try and develop a common approach amongst all 
stakeholders. At the forum, which focused on levies in 
the digital environment, Member states’ experiences 
and the future of policies, commissioner Mccreevy 
called for the creation of a dialogue of stakeholders. 
the dialogue started a series of meetings in september 
2008 and continued throughout 2009, but no agreement 
was reached and in early 2010 reproduction machine 
manufacturers’ industry representatives Digital Europe 
abandoned the platform.

in May 2011, the communication on a single market 
in intellectual property rights announced a new dialogue 

facilitated through a mediator. in November 2011, 
commissioner Barnier announced the mission was given 
to Mr. vitorino former Portuguese commissioner. the 
mediation process started in April 2012 when Mr. vitorino 
began to meet individually stakeholders. the scope of the 
dialogue is both private copying levies and reprography 
levies. the mission of Mr. vitorino has for an objective 
to explore possible approaches to harmonisation of both 
the methodology used to impose levies and the systems 
of administration of levies. He is expected to organise 
a second round of interviews in June 2012 and issue a 
report in the third trimester 2012. 

the commission will subsequently decide whether or 
not to legislate on levies in order to smooth cross-border 
trade in goods that are subject to private copying levies 
while ensuring that the rightholders receive appropriate 
compensation for acts of private copying.

LEVIES
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been following closely the debates around * 
the tension between the rights to information 
enshrined in the enforcement Directive and privacy 
concerns under the data protection and data 
retention Directives. 

 FEP has presented its position in several occasions to * 
commission officials and MEPs i.e. the right to privacy 
should be balanced with the freedom of expression 
and the right to protection of property, which 

includes the protection of the equally important 
intellectual property rights (as held by the European 
court of Justice in telefonica v Promusicae).

FEP have been following the new proposal on a Data * 
Protection package and attends regularly debates at 
the EP. 

FEP attended several conferences on Data Protection * 
and Privacy issues.

the Directorate-General for Justice was created on 1st July 
2010, following the division of the former Directorate-
General for Justice, Freedom and security into two 
separate Directorates-General.

the objective of this DG is to seek practical solutions to 
cross-border problems, so that citizens feel at ease about 
living, travelling and working in another Member state 
and trust that their rights are protected no matter where 
in the European Union they happen to be. this involves, 

among others, promoting and enforcing the charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

the commissioner responsible is viviane Reding 
(commissioner for Justice, Fundamental Rights 
and citizenship), vice-President of the European 
commission.

the Director General is Françoise Le Bail.

JUSTICE DG

DATA PROTECTION

Background

the current EU regulation governing data protection and 
privacy was created in 1995 (Data Protection Directive 
1995/46/Ec), and since then the rapid evolution of 
technology and the expansion of the digital world have 
introduced many new ways in which data can be created, 
exchanged and manipulated. the issue of privacy and 
data protection in the digital world is regarded with 
increasing interest by decision-makers and stakeholders, 
and is followed also by the cultural industries due to its 
possible interaction with the protection of intellectual 
property rights. the intersection of legislative provisions 

on data protection and copyright enforcement has in fact 
created tensions in a number of cases in the past years.

the judgment of the European court of Justice 
“Promusicae vs telefonica” of 5th February 2008 stated 
that Member states, when implementing the various 
Directives on iPR, e-commerce and data protection, 
must strike a fair balance between the fundamental 
rights they protect – including the right to property in 
civil proceedings – as well as respecting the principle of 
proportionality.
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With a view to modernising the data protection 
legislative framework, the commission organised in May 
2009 a wide stakeholders’ conference on data protection 
and launched a public consultation about the future 
legal framework for the fundamental right to protection 
of personal data in the EU. on 4th November 2010, the 
commission adopted a strategic communication on 
a comprehensive strategy on data protection in the 
European Union, highlighting its main ideas and key 
objectives on how to revise the current rules on data 
protection, and opened a new public consultation.

the European Parliament in turn started in March 
2011 an own initiative report on data protection in the 
committee on civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs; 
rapporteur is MEP Axel voss (EPP, Germany).

in January 2012, the commission issued a proposal for 
a comprehensive reform of the EU 1995 Data Protection 
rules consisting in a Policy communication and two 
legislative proposals (a regulation and a Directive). the 
objective is to strengthen online privacy rights and 
boost Europe’s digital economy as well as to enhance 
harmonization the proposal will reinforce individuals’ 
rights, ensure a high level of data protection in all areas 
(including police and criminal justice cooperation), ensure 
proper enforcement of the rules, facilitate international 
transfers of personal data and set global data protection 
standards. Key changes will affect publishers who do 
handle private data in the course of their activities. the 
proposal is now at the EP for discussion.
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been defending the maintenance of the * 
exequatur procedure for media and have been 
active at the EP together with other organisation 
representing the media in the context of the draft 
report of MEP Zwiefka on Brussels i.

FEP closely monitors the developments of the draft * 
Regulation. 

Background

on 21st April 2009 the European commission published 
a Report and Green Paper on the application of council 
Regulation (Ec) No 44/2001 on jurisdiction and the 
recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil 
and commercial matters (“the Brussels i Regulation”).  
it sought views from interested parties by 30 June 
2009. in october 2009, and in January 2010, it is 
understood that there were hearings of experts at which 
the commission’s proposals in the green paper were 
discussed. the commission has identified reform of the 
Brussels Regulation as a strategic priority for 2010.

At the heart of this reform exercise is the commission’s 
desire to remove the remaining obstacles to the free 
circulation of judgments, that is, its proposals to abolish 
exequatur (the procedure by which a court authorises 
enforcement of a foreign judgment), which the publishers 
wish to be kept maintained in cases of defamation.

on 2nd December 2009, MEP tadeusz Zwiefka (EPP/PL), 
the rapporteur who sits on the European Parliament’s 
Legal Affairs committee, published a working document 
on the review of the Brussels Regulation (December 
Report). MEP Zwiefka issued a report that was voted in 
september 2010 and brings balanced views on the topic 
of exequatur and call for proper safeguards. 

on 14th December 2010, the commission adopted 
a draft Brussels i Regulation in which  the exequatur 
procedure was maintained for judgments ‘concerning 
non-contractual obligations arising out of violations of 
privacy and rights relating to personality, including (Article 
37 (3) (a))”. 

the proposal is now in the European Parliament, MEP 
Zwiefka being the rapporteur. 

BRUSSELS I REGULATION
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been following closely the debates around * 
the tension between the rights to information 
enshrined in the enforcement Directive and privacy 
concerns under the data protection and data 
retention Directives.

 FEP collaborated with other creative industry * 
organisations in order to support the swedish 

publishers association in the request for a preliminary 
ruling of the Audiobook case by the European court 
of Justice; FEP contributed to explain that the fact 
that the Data Retention Directive had not been 
implemented yet did not hamper the application of 
the right to information of the rightholder granted 
by the Enforcement Directive.

 

the Directorate-General for Home Affairs was created 
on 1st July 2010, following the division of the former 
Directorate-General for Justice, Freedom and security 
into two separate Directorates-General.

the objective of this DG is to provide a stable, lawful 
and secure environment to the activities of the EU 

citizens; it thus focuses on two main priorities: ensuring 
European security and putting solidarity at the heart of 
the European migration policy.

the commissioner responsible is cecilia Malmström.

the Director General is stefano Manservisi.

HOME AFFAIRSDG

DATA RETENTION

Background

the current EU regulation governing data retention 
is based on the Data Retention Directive 2006/24/
Ec, which requires Member states to ensure that 
telecommunications service and network providers 
retain certain categories of data (for identifying identity 
and details of phone calls made and emails sent, 
excluding the content of those communications) for the 
purpose of the investigation, detection and prosecution 
of serious crime, as defined by national law. the issue 
of data retention, just like privacy and data protection 
in the digital world, is followed by the cultural industries 
due to its possible interaction with the enforcement of 
intellectual property rights.

the Directive has not fully harmonised the approach 
to data retention or created a genuinely level-playing 
field for operators. Law enforcement authorities in most 
Member states have reported that retained data plays a 
central role in protecting the public against harm through 
effective criminal investigation. Data protection authorities 
have criticised the Directive on the grounds that it does 
not provide enough limitation of data retention and 
safeguards for how the data is stored, accessed and used. 
some organisations have mounted a campaign against 
the Directive, and against data retention generally, on the 
grounds that it violates fundamental rights to privacy and 
the protection of personal data.
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on 18th April 2011, the commission adopted an 
evaluation report of the Data Retention Directive outlining 
the lessons learned since its adoption in 2006. the report 
concluded that retained telecommunications data play 
an important role in the protection of the public against 
serious crime. However, transposition of the Directive 
has been uneven and the remaining differences between 
the legislations of Member states create difficulties for 
telecommunication service providers. the Directive 
also does not in itself guarantee that data are stored, 
retrieved and used in full compliance with the right to 
privacy and protection of personal data, and this has led 
courts to annul the legislation transposing the Directive 

in some Member states. the commission plans to review 
the current data retention rules, in consultation with 
the police and the judiciary, industry, data protection 
authorities, and civil society.

in April 2012, the EcJ has given its preliminary 
ruling in the Bonnier Audio case (c-461/10) where it 
established that the Data Retention Directive does 
not preclude Member states from enacting laws 
that allow an internet service Provider (isP) to be 
ordered to supply information about subscribers 
whose internet Protocol addresses have allegedly been 
used for intellectual property infringing purposes.  
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

FEP met with members of commissioner Geoghegan-* 
Quinn’s cabinet.

 FEP coordinated with the international Association * 
of scientific, technical and Medical Publishers (stM) 
so that the views of our respective industries are 
well represented in Brussels. 

 FEP supports stM in informing EU officials of the * 
various business models in the field of scientific 
publishing and how any decision might endanger 
the whole of scientific information system.

 FEP regularly attends meetings and conferences * 
organised by DG Research, the European Parliament 
and other institutions and stakeholders on the issue 
of access to scientific publications and information.

 FEP follows the debates and initiatives related to * 
the development of the EU research and innovation 
funding programmes. FEP has focused in particular 
on the debates around Horizon 2020, the financial 
instrument that will combine all research and 
innovation funding currently provided through the 
Framework Programmes for Research and technical 
Development, the innovation related activities of 
the competitiveness and innovation Framework 
Programme (ciP) and the European institute of 
innovation and technology (Eit). Running from 2014 
to 2020 with an € 80 billion budget planned by the 
commission, the EU’s new programme for research 
and innovation is currently under discussion within 
the European Parliament and the council.

 

DG
the Directorate-General for Research and innovation’s 
mission is to develop and implement the European 
research and innovation policy with a view to achieving 
the goals of Europe 2020 and the innovation Union.  

the commissioner responsible is Máire Geoghegan-
Quinn. 

the Director General is Robert-Jan smits. 

RESEARCH & 
INNOVATION

Background

the issue of access to scientific output is high on 
the agenda of the institutions. A communication 
recommending access policies is in the pipelines. FEP is 
insisting that the sustainability of the sector is taken into 
account.

it is also essential to distinguish between the principles 
of intellectual property and the access policies to scientific 
information published in stM journals.

FEP recurrently recalls, in talks with its counterparts, 
that in the case of scholarly journal publishing, publishers 
are offering 90% of their products in digital form having 
successfully covered the objective of providing access to 
the content. Higher education establishments can make 
use of the licenses offered to provide those services for 
distance learning purposes. in this case, there is no need 
for the exception to be extended because the market 
has successfully provided the desired result of facilitating 
access to knowledge.
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been campaigning for the extension of * 
reduced rates to all kinds of books, regardless of 
their format or the way they are delivered. FEP has 
gathered information to support its arguments and 
also intelligence on the position of the European 
institutions on the subject, working especially within 
the Working Group on vAt established within its 
members.

 FEP regularly collects information about the * 
implementation of the new vAt Directive in the EU 
Member states.

 FEP presented constantly the issue of vAt on * 
electronic publications to European commission 
officials, MEPs and Permanent Representations in 
Brussels.

 At the end of May 2011, FEP replied to the * 
consultation of the Green Paper on vAt, presenting 
many arguments in defence of reduced or zero rates 
of vAt for books and calling for their application to 
all kinds of books, printed and electronic.

 in october and November 2011, FEP joined forces * 
with representatives of newspaper and magazine 
publishers to meet a number of members of cabinets 
of 8 relevant commissioners in order to raise 
support for the cause and convince the commission 
to consider the issue of equal treatment of cultural 
products online and offline in view of the publication 
of the communication on the future of vAt.

*  on 26th April 2012, an FEP delegation met with 
commissioner Šemeta and his cabinet to present 
the views of publishers on the issue of reduced 
rates on e-books.

the Directorate General’s mission is to develop and 
propose EU policies in the field of tax as well as to ensure 
the proper implementation of tax measures that the 
council and the Parliament have adopted. Among these, 
it aims at developing a coherent, modern and simple 
value Added tax system.

the commissioner responsible is Algirdas Šemeta.

the Director General is Heinz Zourek.

on 26th April 2012, an FEP delegation met with 
commissioner Šemeta. FEP also met with members of 
commissioner Šemeta’s cabinet.

in 25 of the 27 Member states of the European Union, 
books benefit from reduced rates of vAt; two countries 
even provide for a zero vAt rate for books: ireland and the 
United Kingdom. several more countries have extended 
reduced rates to books on all physical supports, or allow 
reduced vAt for audio books.

FEP has always been pleading for books to be taxed 
at the lowest rate for the intrinsic educational, cultural 
and social socials they carry, and is now committed to 
advocating for equal fiscal treatment for all kinds of 
books, regardless of their format.

TAXATIONDG

REDUCED RATES OF VAT

RESEARCH & 
INNOVATION

Algirdas Šemeta, commissioner for taxation 
and customs union, audit and anti-fraud
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*  FEP and the other publishers’ representatives 
addressed all the Permanent Representations in 

preparation of the Economic Affairs council that 
adopted the conclusions on the future of vAt.

Background

in July 2008, the commission adopted a proposal for a 
council Directive amending Directive 2006/112/Ec as 
regards reduced rates of vAt. the proposal included a 
series of technical adaptations to the list of products 
and services for which reduced rates are allowed; one 
of these would extend the possible application to “audio 
books, cD, cD-RoMs or any similar physical support that 
predominantly reproduce the same information content 
as printed books”.

the proposal was welcomed favourably by the 
European Parliament, which on taxation matters only 
has a consultative role. the reception of the proposal in 
the council was much more controversial, as unanimity 
was needed to reach an agreement and several Member 
states were opposed in principle to the use of reduced 
rates of vAt. the economic crisis also influenced the 
debates on the issue.

Finally, after a political agreement reached by the 
council in March 2009, on 5th May 2009 council Directive 
2009/47/Ec amending Directive 2006/112/Ec as regards 
reduced rates of value added tax was adopted; it allows, 
among others, the application of reduced rates to books 
on all physical means of support. the Directive entered 
into force on 1st June 2009. As of May 2011, France, 
Hungary, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Romania, spain 
and the Netherlands have taken advantage of the new 
provisions to extend the reduced rates to books on all 
physical supports, while sweden allows reduced vAt on 
audio books. in December 2010, France introduced new 
legislation allowing a reduced rate of vAt on all kinds of 
books starting from January 2012.

However, differences remain in the fiscal treatment of 
books with regard to their format (printed or electronic) 
and means of delivery (online or offline). in December 
2010, the commission issued a Green Paper on the Future 
of vAt, with the aim to launch a debate on how to reform 
the European vAt system. the commission envisages a 
review of vAt to strengthen its coherence with the single 
market and its capacity as a revenue raiser by improving 
its economic efficiency and robustness whilst reducing 
the cost of compliance and of collection. the Green 
Paper – which includes a public consultation – points 
out, among others, the current inconsistencies in the 

vAt rates applied to comparable products or services; it 
highlights how, for instance, Member states may apply 
a reduced vAt rate to certain cultural products but have 
to apply the standard rate to competing on-line services 
such as e-books and newspapers.

in september 2011, the Economic and Monetary Affairs 
committee of the European Parliament adopted a report 
on “the future of vAt”, following the Green Paper. in 
october, the EP adopted the report in plenary; it states 
that “all books, newspapers and magazines regardless 
of format should be treated in exactly the same way, 
which means that downloadable and streamed books, 
newspapers and magazines should be subject to the same 
vAt treatment as books, newspapers and magazines 
on physical means of support”. on 17th November 
2011, the EP adopted a motion for a resolution on the 
modernisation of vAt legislation in order to boost the 
digital single market, which calls for eliminating the 
discrimination between vAt rates applicable to online 
and offline cultural products, with particular attention to 
books, and recommends the adoption of reduced rates of 
vAt for digital cultural products in general.

Following the results of the consultation, in December 
2011 the commission issued a communication on the 
future of vAt – towards a simpler, more robust and 
efficient vAt system tailored to the single market – while 
generally unfavourable to the use of reduced rates, the 
document recognises the need to address the issue of 
equal treatment for products which are available in both 
traditional and online formats and does not rule out the 
application of reduced rates in selected cases.

on 15th May 2012, the council adopted a set of 
conclusions on the future of vAt, in which it basically 
endorses the commission’s position; the conclusions 
do not mention the issue of discrimination of online and 
offline products but it accepts to consider the assessment 
that the commission plans to do of the current rate 
structure.

As of January 2012, France and Luxembourg started 
applying reduced vAt rates to all kinds of books, regardless 
of the support.
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FEP offered its support to the publishers associations * 
in the countries concerned.

 FEP addressed the authorities of several Member * 
states through a series of resolutions, statements and 
letters to Ministers all highlighting the importance 

of a thriving book market and publishing industry 
in cultural, social, economic and political terms and 
exposing the risks of disrupting the sector with such 
policies.

Background

since the beginning of 2009, mainly due to budg-
et concerns prompted by the economic and fi-
nancial crisis, the governments of a number of EU 
and EEA Member states have been considering 
similar provisions:an increase or the elimination 

of reduced rates of vAt on many or all the prod-
ucts and services which previously enjoyed a pref-
erential treatment, including books.

VAT ON BOOKS IN THE MEMBER COUNTRIES
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* FEP’S INTERvENTIONS

 FEP has been reminding the European commission * 
that having legislation in place is just as important 
as following up on enforcement issues and this issue 
is especially relevant when it comes to external 
trade.

  FEP alerted its member associations of the * 
importance to contact their national governments 
to stress the value of such an agreement at 
international level which would allow a high level 
of enforcement in and outside of the EU.

FEP has met with relevant officials and keeps * 
monitoring any developments in this field.

FEP followed the ActA debates in the European * 
Parliament.

 FEP joined a large coalition of rightholder * 
representatives in a campaign in support of ActA 
aimed at MEPs and Member states.

the Directorate General for trade is in charge of 
implementing the common trade policy of the European 
Union. Among others, it works for more effective 
protection of intellectual property rights worldwide.

the commissioner responsible is Karel De Gucht.

the Director General is Jean-Luc Demarty.

TRADEDG

ANTI COUNTERFEITING TRADE AGREEMENT (ACTA)

Background

in 2007, the EU and a number of other Wto members 
began work on a new international agreement – the Anti-
counterfeiting trade Agreement (ActA). this initiative 
is related both to the Lisbon Agenda (under which the 
commission identified intellectual property as one of 
EU’s key competitive assets) and to the Global Europe 
strategy (of which better enforcement of iPR is one of 
the key objectives).

the negotiating parties of ActA were a mix of 
developed and emerging economies: Australia, canada, 
the European Union, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Morocco, 
New Zealand, singapore, switzerland and the United 

states. it is hoped that major countries facing the same 
counterfeiting and piracy problems will eventually join.

the EU’s objective with ActA partners is to have a new 
plurilateral treaty improving global standards for the 
enforcement of iPR, to more effectively combat trade 
in counterfeit and pirated goods and help in the fight 
to protect consumers from the health and safety risks 
associated with many counterfeit products. this goal is 
pursued through three primary components of ActA: (i) 
international cooperation; (ii) enforcement practices; and 
(iii) legal framework. 
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FEP took part to a hearing organised by DG trade on * 
10th May 2011 on their iPR strategy. 

 FEP has been working with the UK Publishers * 
Association and the American Association of 
Publishers to inform EU officials of the importance 
of this matter and assess how to improve the 
activities of European publishers in china and other 
third countries. FEP presented to the commission 
the submission made on behalf the PA and AAP to 
the NcAc on the first draft of the china copyright 
Amendments. FEP took part to the preparatory 
meeting in February 2012 to discuss amongst other 
the copyright law revision.

 in May 2012, FEP participated in a stakeholders * 
meeting organised by DG trade to prepare their 
working group on piracy in Russia, taking place in 
June 2012.

 in May 2012, FEP participated in a seminar on the * 
latest developments in china’s iP system entitled “iP 
in china – Experience and Reform” organised by Fti 
consulting and Bird&Bird.

 FEP intervened in support of its canadian * 
counterparts by addressing messages to a number 
of canadian authorities as well as commissioners 
Barnier, DG internal Market and De Gucht, DG 
trade.

Discussions about the Agreement started in 2007; 
formal negotiations were launched in June 2008.  
11 rounds of negotiations took place, between June 2008 
and october 2010. on November 15, 2010, participants 
in the negotiations announced that they had finalised 
the text of the Agreement. Following legal verification of 
the drafting, the proposed agreement was submitted in 
early 2011 to the participants’ respective authorities to 
undertake relevant domestic processes and ActA became 
open for ratification. the European Parliament needs to 
approve the Agreement as well.

in March 2010, the European Parliament adopted 
a quite negative resolution on the transparency and 
state of play of ActA. in November the EP adopted 
another resolution, this time expressing support for the 
Agreement. in April 2011, a political group of the EP 
asked the Parliament’s President to refer the ActA to 
the court of Justice of the EU in order to make sure it 
was in line with the community acquis. As the ratification 
opened and ActA started its parliamentary process, the 
debate raised firther controversies. in March 2012 the 
international trade committee of the EP, responsible 

for the file, decided not to refer ActA to the cJEU but 
rather to follow the established procedure. A number 
of committees will present their opinions and the iNtA 
committee is expected to adopt its report on 30 May, 
while the plenary vote shall take place in June. several 
political groups have openly called for the rejection of 
the treaty.

Meanwhile, the commission, under pressure from the 
EP and the public reaction, decided in February 2012 
to refer ActA to the cJEU; the decision, made formal in 
April, suspended the ratification process.

ActA has sparked a strong opposition on behalf of 
activists on the front of the freedom of the internet and 
by a number of MEPs, concerned by the alleged secrecy of 
the negotiations and by the effects that certain provisions 
of the treaty could have on fundamental rights and 
freedoms, according to some analysts. the commission 
has always refuted such accusations, confirming that 
ActA will not affect the acquis. 

EXTERNAL EU ACTIONS AGAINST PIRACY AND 
COUNTERFEITING
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 FEP met officials at DG trade and at the Polish and * 
Danish presidencies in order to raise awareness of 
the potential negative consequences of the Bill c-11 
and to suggest addressing them in the framework 
of the EU-canada cEtA. it successfully managed to 
introduce a reference to the three-step-test in the 
cEtA agreement but negotiations with canada on 
what they claim is purely domestic law is difficult. 

the bill c-11 will have a negative effect on EU 
book market, especially the French and English 
speaking one and will set very negative precedent 
at international level.

 FEP has been providing the commission with * 
feedbacks for their other iP dialogues namely with 
Ukraine, thailand and Brazil. 

Background

A number of EU companies suffer from a vast 
counterfeiting and piracy activity in third countries that 
affects their markets on a large scale. china, india and 
Russia have been among the most problematic from this 
point of view.

in order to improve the iP protection in china, the 
commission has been active on a number of fronts 
including the setting up of a structured EU-china Dialogue 
focused on iP since october 2003. to complement this 
Dialogue and allow the participation of the industry and 
other right holders in the iP discussions between the EU 
and china, an EU-china iP Working Group was created 
in July 2004 and approved at the occasion of the 2005 
summit. 

the EU continues its iP dialogue with china and 
regularly consults stakeholders for feedback, lately on 
the current review of chinese copyright legislation.

the European commission also holds periodic 
meetings with stakeholders on iPR issues in Russia twice 
a year. A special technical working group on internet 
piracy has been created and a meeting will take place 
in June 2012.

As a general matter, the commission includes iPR 
provisions in its trade agreements with third countries; 
the ones of the Free trade Agreement signed with south 
Korea in october 2010 are quite robust as regards the 
enforcement of iPR. the commission is now negotiating 
a comprehensive Economic and trade Agreement (cEtA) 
with canada. the canadian government table a bill in 
June 2010 aimed at modernising canada’s copyright 
system; Bill c-11 (former c-32), as it is called, includes 
provisions on exceptions that could negatively affect 
EU publishers, in particular academic and educational. 
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*  FEP encourages the European Union Publishers’ 
Forum between public and private publishers.

*  on 8th March 2012, FEP participated in a workshop 
on publishing in the digital age organised by the 
Publications office.

the Publications office of the European Union (Publications 
office) is the publishing house of the institutions and 
other bodies of the European Union. it is responsible for 
producing and distributing EU publications on all media 
and by all means. 

the commissioner responsible is viviane Reding, 
vice-President of the European commission. 

the Director General is Martine Reicherts.

THE PUBLICATIONS OFFICE 
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
(PUBLICATIONS OFFICE)

THE EUROPEAN UNION PUBLISHERS’ FORUM 

Background

the Publications office works with partner publishers and 
international organisations to promote the dissemination 
of community documents on specific markets as well as 
translations other than those published by the European 
Union. 

the key purpose of the European Union Publishers’ 
Forum is to stimulate a dynamic partnership between 
the European institutions and publishers. this alliance 

aims to fulfil our main objective of bringing Europe 
closer to its citizens by improving access to EU-related 
information. the EU Publishers’ Forum is co-presided 
by the President of FEP and the Director-General of the 
Publications office.

the Publications office welcomes requests for licensing, 
co-publishing agreements and translations related to our 
range of EU publications.
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Ceremony of the European Union Prize for 
Literature

First Dialogues Author-Publisher:  
Daniel Pennac, val McDermid, Rafael seligmann 
with Marielle Gallo, MEP

First Dialogues Author-Publisher:  
Ursula Mackenzie, val McDermid, Jacques toubon, 
Marielle Gallo, Rafael seligmann, Rene strien

FEP annual rendez-vous in Frankfurt:  
Neelie Kroes, vice-President of the European 
commission responsible for Digital Agenda, Fergal 
tobin, President and Piotr Marciszuk, vice-President 
of the Federation of European Publishers

Mrs Kroes at the FEP annual rendez-vous in Frankfurt

First Dialogues Author-Publisher:  
Daniel Pennac and Antoine Gallimard




